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I hope that everyone is enjoying the trips so far this summer. In speaking with some of
the trip leaders, it sounds like
most of the trips are full or
nearly full which is good to see,
this reflects on the success of
our club and the hard work
that is put into providing enjoyable hikes that people want
to attend. The first aid course
that was offered through St
John's was definitely an enlightening experience. There
were 4 club participants in the
course, the instructor was very
informative which made the 3
days go by very fast. I would
encourage others to take the
next course available. St John's
is looking into maybe having
another course over a weekend
or possibly evening classes;

therefore, more members
would be able to attend.

The 3 day course is $250.00
and well worth it.
Any one interested can contact
St John's and register at 403
342 7744

UPDATE:
St John"s is putting on another
Wilderness First Aid course on
August 26 - 28th. A 3 day
course, 8 am till 5 pm rain or
shine. In order to participate in
the course you must have a
valid (basic first aid level C

Vice President Position filled
Please join us in welcoming
Marilyn Strilchuk as incoming
Vice President. Best of luck to
her!! This now rounds out our
Executive Membership to a
full staff.. We look forward to
good things from all of our
Execs!!!

certificate).
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Grotto Mountain
By Isabel Thomson June 12
Well, what can I say? Another
great day for a hike in the
Mountains. Hikers include:
Phil, Mark, Pat, Lisa, Peggy,
Ron, Gord, Arlene and Isabel.
The day started just fine, trail
was dry. We did get the 30%
chance of rain called for, only
for a short duration though,
just enough for us to dig out
the rain gear, and put it away
shortly after.

it a few times. This was my
2nd Real hike of the year, and I
personally struggled with the
steepness of it, I felt every step
going up, and there were plenty, thousands, maybe even
millions. Perseverance and
great mental stability (in my
view anyways) keeps us going,
going, going to the top.

ers, but much appreciated on
this somewhat brutal hike.

Amazing what we can get our
bodies to do with our mental
abilities and physical stamina to
keep going up, up and up. We
almost touched the sky. The
way down, wow, no wonder it
was so tough coming up. It is
unrelenting on the way down,
For the most part of the day, with no real flat spots to rest.
This hike starts at the Alpine
it was kinda cloudy and overEvery knee in the place could
Club parking lot near
cast, but warm nonetheless. In feel it coming down. I’m so
Canmore. It is a rocky, fairly
fact a tad big muggy, so when grateful for poles, they help
packed trail with minimum
the rain gear comes out, you’re somewhat on the way up, but
scrambling. I believe Ron’s
almost roasting. Good thing
are truly a necessity (for me
description on our List this
was we didn’t have to wear it
anyways) on the way down.
year says Easy Scramble, yes
for long. The long trek up was And just when you think
indeed it is easy for that. How- rewarded with awesome views,
you’ve got this one in the bag
ever, I might add that for a
and some clearing of the skies and ended, wouldn’t you know
Hike, it is brutal, ginormous (is near the top of the 1st summit
it, another good steep little hill,
that really a word?) and steep,
and ridge walk. Along the way just before the end. Kind of
steep, steep. Up, up, up, no
of course, there were a few
like the “you’re not quite done
level ground. Oh did I say yet flowers including crocus’ and
yet” and the mountain is laughhow steep this hike was? Oh
clematis. It is so late for flow- ing at you on this last bit.
yah, I guess I have mentioned
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Raspberry Ridge
By Carmel O’Shea June 9

Hikers included: Claudette,
Karen, Terry, Lisa, Isabel,
Ping, Wynne, Elsie, Carmelle,
Anita, Leona, Cindy and Wanda.
We left Red Deer at 6 am in
the wind and it was looking
like rain, however, we could
see blue sky south of Crossfield where the cloud line just
ended. The weather at the
trailhead was much nicer.
The drive to get to the trailhead for this hike was almost
as long as the hike itself, but it
was a lovely drive going
through Bragg Creek, Millarville, and other quaint towns
like Black Diamond and
Longview. We saw more wildlife on route than we did on
the hike. The hike starts off at
a nice gentle climb upwards
through the trees for about 2+
kms. Then the climb starts.

You get above the treeline and
the view is already marvelous.
The climb to the ridge is steep.
There are few footings in the
way of stairs on tree roots to
hold you as you climb. You
need to watch your footing on
this climb. Not sure why there
are so few switchbacks.
Switchbacks would have made
this hike much easier to climb
up. It gave a person’s calves
and thighs a good workout and
stretch. Once the faster bunch
reached the top of the ridge,
the crystal blue sky behind
them was a beautiful sight.
Once we were on the ridge,
everyone pulled out their jackets, mitts, sweaters, etc to put
on as the wind was brisk and
cold. The temp at the top of
the ridge felt like 3 degrees.
We walked along the trail up
towards the fire lookout. It is
quite hi tech with buildings

hosting solar panels, and other
necessities. The outhouse
caught everyone’s attention
because we all thought in
unison why didn’t they point
the door in the opposite direction of the fire tower so when
one is using the outhouse the
view would be breathtaking.
And you would have no time
limit on how long you could be
in the biffy.
After some quick photos, we
headed back down to the front
of the ridge out of the wind to
eat our lunch. Claudette took
us on a much gentler path for
going down the trail. We went
around the back side of the
ridge and there were switchbacks. Hurray for switchbacks.
This gave time to take pictures
of flowers and resting cuddling
spots for more pictures –
right Karen??
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Heart Mountain
“The day the mountain stole our hearts…”
By Anita Brown, Carrie Hubbard and Nola Kuhn. June 4
From the newbie’s perspective the trip up Heart
Mountain was indescribable. We will never be able
to give the hike justice
through word…but let’s
try!
A 5:50am chilly and cloudy
departure from Lacombe, 3
newbie’s and 2 trip leaders
we were on our way, with
us backseat girls giddy with
excitement (sorry Jeff!).
Once we hit the parking
spot and were joined by all
16 hikers we were raring to
go but scared spitless! Everyone looked like they
knew what they were doing
and we were fumbling with
all of our new gear! The
weather was unsettled and
looked to be threatening
rain so everyone layered up
and the rain coats came
out. Our optimism and
positive thoughts prevailed
and the day’s weather
turned out great.
First step was straight up
and continued up from

there. Holy crap, were we
going to make it, we whispered to ourselves! Off
came all the layers we just
put on…we were working
up a sweat. We continued
to weave our way up the
mountain and then came the
‘scramble’ part of the hike.
This was awesome! We kept
looking at each other saying
“Can you believe this?” We
were rock climbing…well
maybe not really to those of
you who actually rock climb
but it sure felt unbelievable
to us.
Our trip leaders, Debby and
Jeff, were wonderful. They
were well organized and
prepared. Passing out band
aids for those hot spots!
Without their encouragement and reassurance one of
us may not have made the
climb up the crack!
We continued along to the
false summit where we encountered snow. Here we
had lunch and a short rest.
Then off to the true summit.

The view was stunning!
Again…”Can you believe
it?” Everyone added to the
cairn and many pictures
were taken. Jeff organized
the group for the photo op.
On to the ridge where we
encountered another
sport…snow surfing! Poles
in hand, butt on snow and
down you go!!
That was no fun at all!!
For our first major hike we
encountered more things
than we thought possible.
The terrain went from hiking trails, to slab rock, to
rock climbing, to trudging
through thigh high snow,
ridge line walking, sliding
down scree, then back to
hiking trails in the forest.
Along the way we made new
friends, who shared with us
their wonderful experiences
and knowledge. With many
laughs, a few stumbles, and
a whole bunch of “Can you
believe this!” we are now,
like the rest of you, hooked
and looking forward to the
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From the Mailbox
In conjuction with our com- wanted to say a big thank
mitment to adopt-a-trail we you, it was a beautiful day
received the following email. and it was so nice to see the
outdoors the way they
should be, litter free.
We recently spent the day
hiking in the Kinglette Lake Keep Up the Good Work
area, we noticed a sign that (and we'll do our part to
mentioned your club main- help)
tained the trails. We just

Turkey Trek
Our annual season wrapup/social/weekend hike is
coming up in October. This is
a fun overnight get together
at Shunda Creek Hostel and is
typically well atteneded with
limited space, so it is important to make sure that you
register early. All members
are responsible for their own

bookings at the hostel which
can be made online via the
following link.
Shunda Creek.Hostel
If you have any questions, or
for more information, about
Turkey Trek contact….
Claudette McMillen.
(403) 783-6464

Newsletter submissions
Thanks to everyone for your
submissions, great work!
If you have any ideas or
something you’d like to contribute to the newsletter,
make sure to get in as soon
as possible.

Send your entries to…
admin@camchiking.ca
and we’ll do our best to get
it into the newsletter.

Trip reports are a great way
to share with others your
experience and insight on
what a particular hike is like.

All submissions should be in
plain text format. Right-click
on your desktop and
choose, “new text document” voila!! Plain text!! Or
simply in an email.

Recipes, technical tips,
short stories, pictures or just
stuff that you think might
interest other members,
send it all in.

Any other formatting with
embedded pics etc, only
makes it more difficult to
transfer it into our newsletter format. Keep it simple.

Sharing your ideas, experience or thoughts is what
being in a club is all about.

Looking forward to hearing
from you!

